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Abstract

This paper presents a copyright owner detection technique for images and

graphics. A digital time-stamped signature for this copyright identification tech-

nique is also introduced in this work. The secret key, used todetect the watermark,

is generated from the extracted features of the host images in the proposed scheme.

The proposed algorithm enables the successful detection ofwatermarks under sev-

eral attacks, such as filtering, lossy compression, cropping, rotating and so on. In

particular, our method is not only suitable for ordinary natural images, but can also

be applied to cartoon graphics. Furthermore, the proposed scheme can be applied to

no distortion allowed images, such as medical images.

KeyWords: Digital watermarking, intellectual property right, digital signature, time-

stamping
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1 INTRODUCTION

Digital watermarking techniques are primarily applicableto intellectual property right

protection. The idea of watermarking technique is to embed an indelible watermark to

identify uniquely the source of an image. We call the watermarked images as the protected

images. Conventionally, digital watermarking has been categorized into ”steganography”

or information hiding [?]. Steganography has been defined as ”the technique of hiding

messages in innocuous forms; for example, writing a secret message with invisible ink in

an ordinary letter.”

To date, the existing digital watermarking techniques can be classified into two cate-

gories from technical viewpoint. In the first category, the watermark is embedded into the

spatial domain [?, ?, ?, ?, ?]. In the second category, the watermarking technique embeds

the watermark into the frequency domain [?, ?, ?, ?], which is the transformed data by

Fourier, discrete cosine, or wavelet transformation and soon. In this paper, we propose an

entirely new technique for copy right protection which is wholly different from these two

categories. In our scheme, the original image is not necessary to be modified when the

secret key, for watermark detection at later, is generated.In the schemes of the above two

categories, however, the original image is necessary to be modified when the watermark

embedding stage is accomplished.

Digital watermarking must satisfy the following requirements to protect copyright.

1. The quality of the watermarked image must be very high. In other words, the em-

bedded watermark in a modified original image, should be perceptually invisible.

2. The original image is not necessary at watermark retrieving stage. In other words,

storing of a duplicate copy should be avoided as it is not practical for a huge image

database.

3. Similar to cryptography, the details of algorithm is opento the public.
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4. Except the copyright owner, no other person should be ableto detect or remove the

watermark from the watermarked image.

5. For trading reason, one image should be embedded unlimited number of water-

marks. Moreover, it is necessary to hold the quality of watermarked images.

6. It should be possible to retrieve the watermark even aftermultiple and various im-

age processes, such as low-pass filtering, high-pass filtering, lossy compression,

rotating, cropping and so on.

There are some problems in invisible digital watermarking systems. The major prob-

lem is the rightful claim of ownership of the invisible watermarking technique. Craver

et al. pointed out this problem in [?]. They argued that a watermarked/protected image

could allow multiple claims of ownership. Today, most of theexisted watermarking tech-

niques involve only the owner’s watermark. Moreover, the owner has complete control

over the watermark embedding and its detection process. That is the essence of the prob-

lem demonstrated by Craver et al. To solve this problem, a trusted third party should

be introduced. Voatzis and Pitas proposed a generic model for protecting copyrights [?],

which also included a trusted registration authority. In addition, they pointed out that

geometric attacks, such as rotation and scaling, is a remaining problem of watermarking

techniques that do not use original images for watermark retrieving.

Digital media can easily be distorted by a pirate. The piratecan made a modified copy

of the original look and thus claim himself/herself the rightful owner of the copyright.

One of the solution to resolve the forging problem is to use Time-Stamping technique

[?, ?]. Time-Stamping technique is used to ascertain whether a digital media was created

or signed at a certain time and like most of digital signaturetechniques [?, ?], it is based

on public-key cryptosystems in which forging can be avoided. But for a fully or partially

modified data the differences cannot be detected by the nakedeye and, moreover, Time-
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Stamping cannot be a strong evidence to prove in a court. On the other hand, digital

watermarking technique can overcome this problem. In the proposed algorithm, we used

Time-Stamping only to ascertain that a watermark was embedded at a certain time. This

mechanism can conquer the problem pointed out by Craver et al.

Digital cartoon graphics have significant differences fromordinary natural images.

Cartoon graphics are usually without complicated color andtexture variations. Therefore,

cartoon graphics can be repainted using similar colors without affecting the meaning of

original image. These features of cartoon graphics make it more difficult to embed water-

marks. In a word, this is another challenge for digital watermarking techniques.

In this paper, we propose a new robust watermarking detection technique for digi-

tal images and graphics. We simply used the exclusive-or operator to generate a secret

key for watermark retrieving. This secret key is determinedfrom the watermark, the

extracted feature of the original image, and a seed of the pseudo-random number gener-

ator. In addition, a trusted third party or time-stamp service (TSS) signed a time-stamp

for this generated secret key. At verification stage, we can verify whether a watermark

was embedded at certain time by the signed time-stamp when this secret key can retrieve

watermark successfully.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Some related works are reviewed in

Section 2. Section 3 demonstrates the detailed algorithm ofour method. Section 4 deals

with the experimental results of the proposed digital watermarking technique. The dis-

cussions and security analyses of our scheme are shown in Section 5. Finally, Section 6

presents the conclusions of the present work.

2 RELATED WORKS

Langelaar et al. [?] presented two watermarking techniques for images. Their first

scheme embeds watermark into the Y-image (luminance, [?]) of color images. A water-
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mark consists of a few hundred bits. Each bit of watermark is embedded into a block

B(8 � 8) of luminance values. The blocks are non-overlapping and tile the image with-

out gaps. For watermark embedding, a quality thresholdT , and the embedding-levels

k

0

; andk
max

are determined by degree against JPEG compression. Therefore, the DCT

coefficients of blockB is needed forT , k
0

, andk
max

. Unfortunately, the inventors only

demonstrated that this scheme enables to resist lossy compression (JPEG) attack in their

experimental results.

Caronni [?] proposed a method which embeds a watermark (bitstream) in the lumi-

nance values of an image. The original image is partitioned into blocks. Every block

pixels are incremented by a certain factor to encode a ’1’ andleft unaltered to encode

a ’0’. To retrieve watermark, the luminance of each pixel in the watermarked image is

subtracted from the original one. If the mean of block pixelsdifferences exceeds a certain

threshold, the corresponding bit is taken as ’1’, otherwiseas ’0’. This method is resistant

to JPEG compression with quality parameter set to 30%. A disadvantage of this method

is that the watermark retrieving requires original images.As mentioned in Section 1, the

practice is limited on this condition.

Hsu and Wu [?] proposed an image watermarking technique based on DCT. To em-

bed a watermark (binary image) into a host image by selectively modifying the middle-

frequency DCT coefficients. According to their experimental results, this method can

resist lossy compression (JPEG) and cropping attacks. However, it is uncertain whether it

will survive under other attacks, such as rotation, low-pass filtering, and high-pass filter-

ing and so on. Moreover, like Caronni’s scheme the drawback of Hsu and Wu’s scheme

is that the original image is required for watermark retrieving.

Su et al. [?] proposed a watermarking technique based on wavelet-transform, called

TAWS (threshold-adaptive watermarking scheme). TAWS has capability to embed an

invisible watermark into several kinds of images. Contrastto other existing schemes,
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cartoons and maps are especially suitable for this scheme. To embed watermarks, TAWS

selects a couple of perceptually significant wavelet-transform coefficients within the same

sub-band. The inventors’ experimental results demonstrate that the quality of water-

marked images are higher (PSNR > 40). Moreover, they also shows that TAWS pro-

tects against various lossy compression attacks, such as JPEG and SPIHT. Unfortunately,

TAWS did not consider the ”repaint” attack for cartoons. According to the characteristics

of cartoons, a pirate can easily repaint/replace some colors of cartoons with other colors

to destroy the embedded watermark. However, it is uncertainwhether TAWS will survive

under this kind of attack.

We have introduced time-stamping techniques to our watermarking scheme to ascer-

tain the watermark is embedded at certain time. Some time-stamping schemes are re-

viewed below. Haber and Stornetta [?] proposed a linking time-stamping protocol in

1991. A trusted third party or TSS signs the current timet

n

to then-th submitted docu-

mentX
n

as

s = sig

TSS

(n; t

n

; ID

n

; X

n

; L

n

): (1)

Heret
n

is the current time,ID
n

is the identification of the submitter, andL
n

is the

linking information, which is defined as below:

L

n

= (t

n�1

; ID

n�1

; X

n�1

; H(L

n�1

)): (2)

HereH(�) denotes a one-way hash function [?, ?]. This scheme has some complica-

tions with practical implementation. Firstly, TSS must to store each values ofL
n

. Second-

ly, it’s time consuming to verify the signed time-stamp. Haber et al. have proposed two
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improved schemes in [?] and [?]. Buldas et al. [?] proposed a binary-linking mechanism

of time-stamping technique. For their scheme, Buldas and Laud [?] showed that the size

of a time-certificate is bounded by4 log
2

N , whereN is the number of time-stamps issued.

In [?], M. Just pointed out some failures of time-stamping protocol proposed previous-

ly. In addition, M. Just emphasized that the importance and difficulty in implementing a

secure protocol even if there existed secure underlying algorithms.

To date, most of the proposed schemes commonly use a secret key, chosen by the

owner, to embed watermark into host images. A right secret key will retrieve the rightful

watermark back later on. In the proposed scheme, the secret key is determined by the o-

riginal image, the watermark and a seed of pseudo-random number generator. The details

of the proposed algorithm will be described in next section.

3 THE PROPOSED SCHEME

In contrast to traditional digital watermarking techniques, our scheme has primarily

two different features. Firstly, the protected image is same as original image. Secondly,

the secret keyK, used to retrieve the watermark, is determined using the original image,

the watermark, and a seed of pseudo-random number generator.

The secret keyK has the same dimensions as the watermark’s. After the secretkey

K is generated, a signed time-stamp forK through a trusted third party asK
s

is required.

The signed time-stampK
s

stands forK, which was generated at a certain timet. Con-

sequently, whenK enables to retrieve the watermark,K

s

represents the exact timet, the

original image was produced. In other words,K, t andK
s

will be the evidences to i-

dentify the rightful intellectual property right (IPR) owner. The details of the proposed

algorithm are described following.
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Key Generation Algorithm

The original imageO requires� bit(s) per pixel, and the watermarkW is a binary

image. Original imageO is defined as following:

O = fo

i;j

j 0 � o

i;j

� 2

�

� 1g: (3)

Here0 � i � O

H

� 1; 0 � j � O

W

� 1 andO
H

andO
W

are the original image’s

height and width, respectively. The watermarkW is defined as below.

W = fw

i;j

j w

i;j

is 0 or 1g: (4)

Here0 � i � W

H

� 1; 0 � j � W

W

� 1; W

W

is the watermark’s width andW
H

is

the watermark’s height.

First, a block setB is selected fromO according to a pseudo-random number genera-

tor. B is produced and defined as follows.

B = fb

m;n

jm = 0; 1; : : : ;W

H

� 1; n = 0; 1; : : : ;W

W

� 1g; (5)

b

m;n

=

2

6

6

6

4

o

i;j

o

i;j+1

� � � o

i;j+w�1

o

i+1;j

o

i+1;j+1

� � � o

i+1;j+w�1

� � � � � � � � � � � �

o

i+h�1;j

� � � � � � o

i+h�1;j+w�1

3

7

7

7

5

: (6)

Here0 � i � O

H

� 1 and0 � j � O

W

� 1. h andw are block’s height and width,

respectively. Note that we usedh =

O

H

W

H

andw =

O

W

W

W

in our experiments. The blocks

b

m;n

allow mutual overlapping. The coordinate(i; j) for block b
m;n

is determined by the
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pseudo-random number generatorRand(�) as follows.

(i; j) = Rand(s;m; n): (7)

Heres is the seed of random number generatorRand(�), m = 0; 1; : : : ;W

H

� 1; n =

0; 1; : : : ;W

W

� 1: The seeds is a part of secret key to detect watermark. Consequently,

a highly secret pseudo-random number generator is required. Hwang et al. [?] have been

using one-way hash functions to form a highly secured pseudo-random number generator.

Their scheme is recommended to introduce hereRand(�).

Next, we extract each block’s feature through a feature function F (�). For instance,

F (�) could be the function which calculates the variance or mean of its input block and

gives the output. We define the block featurev

m;n

of block b
m;n

as

v

m;n

= F (b

m;n

): (8)

Herem = 0; 1; : : : ;W

H

� 1 andn = 0; 1; : : : ;W

W

� 1. After block featurev
m;n

is

obtained, we transformv
m;n

to a temporary keyT through a transform functionTran(�).

The main purpose ofTran(�) is makeT ’s elements have the same value domain with

watermark’s.T is defined as

T = ft

m;n

j t

m;n

is 0 or 1g; (9)

t

m;n

= Tran(v

m;n

): (10)

Herem = 0; 1; : : : ;W

H

� 1 andn = 0; 1; : : : ;W

W

� 1. It is clear thatT has the same
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dimensions as watermark’s. In our experiments, the block featurev
m;n

is transformed

through a thresholdA. A is defined as follows.

A =

P

W

H

�1

m=0

P

W

W

�1

n=0

v

m;n

W

H

�W

W

: (11)

Note that the transform function may be modified according tothe characteristics of fea-

ture functionF (�). Now, we define the transform functionTran(�) as follows.

Tran(v

m;n

) =

(

0; if v

m;n

� A;

1; if v

m;n

> A:

(12)

Herem = 0; 1; : : : ;W

H

� 1 andn = 0; 1; : : : ;W

W

� 1. Finally, the secret keyK is

constructed by

K = T �W: (13)

Here� is the exclusive-or operator. The key generation procedureis finished when

the secret keyK is generated. Note that the original image does not get modified, even

if the key generation stage is accomplished. For watermarksdetection at later stage, the

image owner has to keepK as well ass secretly.

After the secret keyK is generated, the time-stampK
s

for K is signed by a trusted

third party or TSS using its private key as

K

s

= sig

TSS

(h(O); t; K): (14)
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Hereh(�) denotes a public known collision free and one-way hash function [?], t is

the time whileK
s

is signing. Involvingh(O) in K

s

is useful when an owner has several

similar images. This mechanism can avoid the case that claiming the ownership of some

similar images by using a setft;K andK
s

g.

Watermark Detection Algorithm

The processes to detect watermark from a protected image aresimilar to the key gen-

eration processes except the final step (Equation 13). We canobtain the retrieved wa-

termarkW 0 using a temporary keyT , and the secret keyK. As mentioned above, the

pseudo-random number generator seed is a part of secret key to retrieve watermarks. If a

right seed is introduced, the right temporary keyT is obtained. In addition, the watermark

can be retrieved if correct secret keyK is used.W 0 is obtained using

W

0

= T �K: (15)

The retrieved watermarkW 0 is equal toW if the protected image is same as original

image. On the other hand, if the protected image has been modified, there maybe a little

difference betweenW 0 andW . To verify if the secret keyK was indeed generated at

certain timet, we can use the public key of TSS with the original imageO and the time-

stampK
s

.

Figure 1 shows the procedures of key generation and watermarks detection. In next

section, we will show the experimental results for the proposed algorithm.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The robustness of the proposed scheme was subjected to various attacks. The ex-
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perimental results from Blurring, JPEG, Sharpening, Rotation and Cropped attacks are

demonstrated as follows. Note that all altering algorithmswere performed using ”Pho-

toshop”, which was published by the Adobe Company. Figure 2(a) shows the original

image of ”Lena” (8 bits/pixel,512�512), Figure 2(b) and Figure 2(c) are the watermarks

(64� 64) of ”National Chung Cheng University (CCU)” and ”PlayBoy Company (PB)”,

respectively.

First, we used a Blurring algorithm and JPEG compression to alter the original image.

The altered results are shown in Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b),respectively. Note that, a

5 � 5 neighborhood median was used for the Blurring algorithm [?]. The lowest quality

parameter of JPEG was used in the above altered image. The feature function is the

block-mean which is used in the following experiments. In other words, the feature of

each selected block is its mean. The block’s height and widthboth are 8 (512/64) pixels,

respectively. Figure 3(c) is the retrieved watermark of ”CCU” from Figure 3(a), and

Figure 3(d) shows the retrieved watermark of ”Play Boy” fromFigure 3(a). Figure 3(e)

and Figure 3(f) are retrieved watermarks from Figure 3(b).

Next, the original image was rotated one degree in clockwisedirection as shown in

Figure 4(a) (resized to521 � 521). The other modified image, using the Sharpening

algorithm, is shown in Figure 4(b). Figures 4(c), 4(d) and Figures 4(e), 4(f) are retrieved

watermarks from Figures 4(a) and 4(b), respectively. In particular, we can directly retrieve

the watermark from the rotated image. In other words, for watermark retrieving, it is not

necessary to resize the size of the rotated image to the original ones. Furthermore, if

resizing of the rotated image returns to the original ones, the higher ratio of retrieved

watermarks can be obtained.

A cartoon graphic ”Bunny” was also used in our experiment. Weused the block-

variance as the feature function in this experiment. The block’s height and width both

are 4 (256/64) pixels, respectively. Figure 5(a) is the original graphic of ”Bunny”, Figure
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5(b) shows a repainted image of ”Bunny”. Both the face and background of ”Bunny” were

replaced with other grey levels. The retrieved watermarks from original image of ”Bunny”

are shown in Figures 5(c) and 5(d). In particular, Figures 5(c) and 5(d) show that the

retrieved watermarks from unmodified images are stable (same as original watermarks).

Figures 5(e) and 5(f) demonstrate the retrieved watermarksfrom Figure 5(b), the repainted

image.

Figure 6(a) is a cropped left-top corner of ”Lena”. The block-variance is the feature

function in this experiment, too. Figures 6(b) and 6(c) demonstrate the retrieved water-

marks respectively belonging to ”CCU” and ”PB” are recognizable. In other words, the

proposed digital watermarking technique enables to overcome the crop attack.

Finally, the retrieved watermarks under different host images are shown in Table 1.

The experimental results demonstrate that the retrieved watermarks are recognizable un-

der various attacks.

5 DISCUSSIONS AND SECURITY ANALYSES

Table 2 shows comparisons between the feature-based copyright detection method and

some traditional watermarking schemes. The main difference is the focus on the water-

marked/protected image. In traditional watermarking schemes, the watermarked image

is different from the original image. Both images are the same in the proposed method.

Furthermore, the experimental results show that the proposed method can resist several

attacks. In particular, the ’repaint’ attack for cartoon images. The second characteristic of

this work is that the feature function can vary with the properties of the original images.

Later in this paper we will state the candidates for this feature function.

The security of the proposed algorithm depends upon the domain of the seeds. In

general,1; 024 bits are enough for a watermarking system. On the other hand,the secret

key lengthjKj is according to the size of watermark. ForjKj � 1024 bits, the water-
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mark’s size should be larger than or equal to 32 by 32. In fact,the larger watermarks size

is, the higher security of the proposed scheme will be. Nevertheless, the memory space

requirement increases.

As mentioned above, the required storage space for the secret keysK depends upon

the watermark size. In general, the signed time-stampK

s

has limited length. However,

the extra space requirement caused by embedding a watermarkis practical in the proposed

algorithm. For example, if the length ofK
s

is 1,024 bits and the size of the watermark

is 64� 64, the extra space equals 4,096+1,024=5,120 bits. In contrast to lost intellectual

property, the cost for the extra space is worthwhile.

We previously mentioned that the main feature of the proposed algorithm is that the

protected image remains the same as the original host image.This characteristic makes

the proposed scheme easily applicable to any undistorted images. Furthermore, there is no

time limit for embedding the watermark. In other words, the copyright can be traded and

traced any number of times through the secret keyK and its time-stampK
s

. In addition

the quality of the protected image will still be as good as theoriginal. However, there are

strong probabilities that the same secret key can be used fortwo or more similar images, if

there are two similar images belonging to two different owners. The proposed scheme can

identify exactly who is the original copyright owner, because the time associated with the

pirate’s time-stamp will always be later than the owner’s time-stamp. However, if there

are two similar images that are actually created by two different individuals, our method

will xreate some confusion. Fortunately, the probability of this situation is very small in

the real world. To overcome this problem, the TSS must keep anoriginal copy to identify

the actual copyright owner.

Anyone else can apply our algorithm to construct his/her secret key even though the

image is stolen from others. A pirate can also forge a time-stampK 0

s

to make the signing

time earlier than the original owner’s. After that, with thehelp of his/her secret key,
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the pirate steals the image successfully. Nevertheless, since the signed time-stampK 0

s

is

produced by a public-key cryptosystem, such as RSA. Consequently, to forge an illegal

time-stampK 0

s

is as difficult as breaking a public-key cryptosystem.

The interesting issue of the proposed algorithm is to find better feature functions as

well as transform functions. For the feature function, we suggest some alternate methods.

For example, the indices of vector quantization (VQ) techniques [?, ?], the centroid of

feature blocks, the block-harmonic-mean and so on. A frequency domain transformer

also can be the feature function. For example, extract the significant coefficients of DCT

or wavelet transform as the block feature. For transform function, another method can be

considered with the help of relationship between the adjacent block features. For example,

if the current block feature is greater than previous block feature, the transformed bit is

taken as ’1’, or as ’0’. By comparing all the blocks a temporary key can be generated.

However, it needs to be confirmed.

6 CONCLUSIONS

A new feature-oriented copyright owner detection technique was proposed in this pa-

per. The presented technique can retrieves watermarks fromvarious kinds of images and

graphics and also saves images from distortion. In addition, as the experimental results

show, this method can resist various attacks, such as blurring, sharpening, lossy com-

pression, cropping and rotation. In particular, cropping and rotating attacks are entirely

difficult problem in traditional watermarking system before this work. Time-stamping

technique has also been introduced in this work to protect copyright.
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Embedding procedure
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Rand()
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key, T

seed s

AF()
Secret
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Figure 1: Procedures of key generation and watermarks detection

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 2: (a)Original image of ”Lena” (512 � 512), (b)Watermark of ”National Chung Cheng University
(CCU)” (64� 64), (c)Watermark of ”Play Boy (PB)” (64� 64)
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(a) PSNR=29.62dB (b) PSNR=34.07dB

(c)R=99.22% (d)R=99.09% (e)R=99.63% (f) R=99.68%

Figure 3: (a)Blurred image of ”Lena”, (b)Reconstructed JPEG image, (c)A retrieved watermark from Fig-
ure 3(a), (d)Another retrieved watermark from Figure 3(a),(e)A retrieved watermark from Figure
3(b), (f)Another retrieved watermark from Figure 3(b)

Table 1: The ratio of the retrieved watermarks (”CCU” and ”PB”) from several attacks using various host
images

Image Blurring JPEG Sharpening Rotating Cropping
Lena PSNR (dB) 29.62 34.07 23.10 NA 10.29

CCU/PB (%) 99.22/99.09 99.63/99.68 98.90/98.95 87.50/88.45 94.82/95.75
Barbara PSNR (dB) 23.41 31.29 17.15 NA 11.42

CCU/PB (%) 99.15/99.02 99.56/99.54 96.68/96.44 87.72/87.16 90.36/93.69
Airplane PSNR (dB) 26.38 31.65 21.18 NA 14.18

CCU/PB (%) 98.97/99.05 99.56/99.61 98.58/98.80 91.04/91.14 93.51/93.99
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(a) Resized to521� 521

(b) PSNR=23.10dB

(c)R=87.50% (d)R=88.45% (e)R=98.90% (f) R=98.95%

Figure 4: (a)Rotated one degree image of ”Lena”, (b)Sharpened image of ”Lena”, (c)A retrieved watermark
from Figure 4(a), (d)Another retrieved watermark from Figure 4(a), (e)A retrieved watermark
from Figure 4(b), (f)Another retrieved watermark from Figure 4(b)

(a)256� 256 (b) PSNR=18.68dB

(c)R=100.0% (d)R=100.0% (e)R=96.12% (f) R=96.41%

Figure 5: (a)Original graphic of ”Bunny”, (b)Repainted graphic of ”Bunny”, (c)A retrieved watermark from
Figure 5(a), (d)Another retrieved watermark from Figure 5(a), (e)A retrieved watermark from
Figure 5(b), (f)Another retrieved watermark from Figure 5(b)
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(a) PSNR=10.29dB

(b)R=94.82% (c)R=95.75%

Figure 6: (a)Cropped image of ”Lena”, (b)Retrieved watermark of ”CCU”, (c)Retrieved watermark of
”Play Boy”

Table 2: Comparisons between the proposed technique with some traditional watermarking schemes

Hsu & Wu [?] TAWS [?] Langelaar etc.
[?]

Caronni [?] feature-based

frequency/spatial
domain

freq. (DCT) freq.
(Wavelet)

spatial spatial freq./spatial

protected image
V.S. original
image

modified modified modified modified unchanged

original image for
watermark detec-
tion

Yes No Yes Yes No

Robustness JPEG, Crop-
ping

JPEG, SPHIT JPEG JPEG JPEG,
Blurring,
Sharpening,
Cropping,
Rotation,
Repainted

consider multiple
claims problem
[?]

Undescribed Undescribed Undescribed Undescribed Time-
Stamping
with TTP
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